
	

 
 
November 8, 2017  
 
TO: Interested Parties 
FR: DSCC  
RE: 2018 Not Shaping Up the Way the GOP Hoped  
 
The midterms are not shaping up the way the GOP hoped. From Republican recruitment failures and 
divisive primaries to an agenda that received a swift and stunning rebuke last night, the GOP has not 
set itself up for victory in 2018. These dynamics, coupled with the unique strengths of our 
incumbents and candidates, have positioned Democrats to run strong, successful campaigns 
next year. 
 
Recruitment Failures & Retirements Give Way To Nasty Primaries  
 
Here’s the grim reality for Republican primary candidates: they “will have to choose a side 
rather than make an uncomfortable straddle” in their party’s civil war. Rather than tamping 
down their primaries, Republicans must brace for even more vicious fights. How’d they get 
here? 
 
In state after state, top-tier GOP challengers have refused to run against strong Senate Democrats. 
Politico wrote:   
 

“There isn’t a state on the Senate map where national Republicans are facing their 
dream candidate scenario… in seven of the eight most competitive states in 2018 either a 
top candidate has turned them down, two candidates are staring at a potentially messy 
primary, or both.” 

 
These recruitment failures have spawned nasty, expensive GOP primaries. From The Washington 
Post:  
 

“Republicans have struggled to recruit top candidates…a lack of a clear leader is leading to a 
bunch of lower-tier candidates jumping into the race, which means Republicans could spend 
the next year in potentially expensive (and, in some cases, divisive) primaries.” 

 
Exacerbating this dynamic is the ongoing GOP civil war – as candidates locked in primaries rush to 
distance themselves from Senator McConnell’s toxic brand, and the “McConnell Industrial Complex” 
retaliates against them.  
 
Here’s how these primary fights are progressing in some key states:   

 
• Arizona. Kelli Ward is continuing to scramble the GOP’s primary field and potential 

establishment candidates like Martha McSally are already facing blowback. Business Insider 
wrote that McSally “has a history of critical comments aimed at President Donald Trump” and 
CNN detailed how conservative groups are warning her not to enter the race – setting the 



	

stage for what U.S. News & World Report is calling a “scorched-earth primary battle.” 
Meanwhile, Kyrsten Sinema is being hailed as a strong recruit with a moderate record and a 
commanding $4.1 million cash-on-hand. 
 

• Indiana. Congressmen Messer and Rokita are locked in what Politico called “The GOP’s 
Nastiest Primary.” Some of the most memorable attacks have highlighted Rokita’s diva-esque 
chauffeuring demands and Messer’s wife’s questionable legal billing. Meanwhile, State 
Representative Mike Braun is the first GOP candidate to go up TV.  
 

• Missouri. In his first press availability as a Senate candidate, The Springfield News-Leader 
reported that “Hawley seemed flummoxed,” after he was caught lying about Senator McCaskill, 
and he continues to draw criticism from Missouri conservatives who distrust his ties to the 
establishment and who describe his campaign as invisible. His primary opponents have kept 
up a steady barrage of attacks, stating “he’s using Missouri voters as stepping stones to 
advance his political career.”  
 

• Montana. After an epic series of botched recruitments, Montana Republicans are left with a 
five-way primary of uninspiring, last choice candidates. Each would bring unique vulnerabilities 
to a general election and they are already sniping at each other.  
 

• Nevada. Dean Heller is caught in a vice – facing a vicious primary from Danny Tarkanian while 
running in a state that is trending away from his party. CNN and Roll Call have both named 
him the most vulnerable Senator, writing he’s “struggled with balancing pressure from 
conservative and liberal forces” and that his “health care gymnastics complicate what already 
looked like a tough race.” Meanwhile, Jacky Rosen outraised Heller last cycle and is running a 
strong campaign.  

 
• Ohio. While Mandel faces an ongoing scandal over his taxpayer funded, self-promotional TV 

ads, his primary opponent Mike Gibbons has begun viciously attacking him – telling The 
Findlay Courier “I don’t think the guy can win…frankly I don’t the guy’s ready for the U.S. 
Senate.’”  

 
• Tennessee. With a combined 11 terms in the House between them, Congresswoman Marsha 

Blackburn and former Congressman Stephen Fincher are “trying to brand the other as out of 
touch with Tennessee, attacking the few differences in their right-wing records.” 

 
• West Virginia. Roll Call reported “The sparring is out in the open in West Virginia,” between 

Congressman Evan Jenkins and Attorney General Patrick Morrisey. In recent days they’ve 
accused each other of being pro-abortion, supporting tax increases and for ties to the 
pharmaceutical industry.  
 

• Wisconsin. Leah Vukmir is facing off against former Democrat Kevin Nicholson in a primary 
that keeps getting nastier. Most recently, Nicholson alienated Wisconsin Republicans by 
attacking Paul Ryan and touting his support from Steve Bannon. Both Vukmir and Nicholson 
are backed by competing billionaires, while investor Eric Hovde continues to eye the race. 
 

GOP Forced to Defend Health Care Plan, Have Nothing to Run On 
 



	

The centerpiece of the GOP’s legislative efforts – their toxic health care agenda – is wildly 
unpopular with voters of every political persuasion. it will be a defining issue of 2018 just as it 
was last night. From Axios:  
 

“The big picture: Last night was a huge night for Democrats, and health care was a huge 
part of it… Exit polls in Virginia showed that health care was the No. 1 issue for a plurality of 
voters — and 78% of those voters broke for Democrat Ralph Northam… Maine's Medicaid 
expansion might be somewhat delayed… Even so, last night's referendum will bind his 
successor, too.” 

 
Ten months of total Republican control of Washington has produced nothing for GOP candidates to 
run on and no credible argument for voters to elect Republicans to the Senate. From McClatchy:  
  

“No Obamacare repeal, no meaningful tax reform, a Republican president who can’t 
stop attacking his own party and a party that can’t stop fighting itself. That’s the 
nightmare scenario for the Republican Party one year out from the congressional 
elections… Asked to name their biggest worry about next year’s election cycle, top party 
strategists described the overarching concern that Republican voters stay home because a 
fractured GOP has little to show for its full control of Washington.” 
 

Meanwhile, Senate Democrats are focusing on issues that matter to Americans who work for a living 
– like protecting dairy farmers in Wisconsin, combating the opioid epidemic in Ohio, and fighting back 
against out-sourcing in Indiana. From Politico:  
 

“Sen. Tammy Baldwin (D-Wis.) has declared war on almond milk as she prepares to run for 
reelection in 2018.Though not a cause célèbre driving political talk on cable news, plant-based 
beverages called milk are a major sore spot for dairy farmers in Wisconsin…As Sen. Debbie 
Stabenow visited a dam in Michigan’s far-northern Upper Peninsula — one-time Democratic 
turf that has grown reliably Republican — during a recent congressional recess, Sen. Sherrod 
Brown held two separate events on fighting the opioid crisis that disproportionately affects rural 
Ohio. In Missouri, Sen. Claire McCaskill has this year been holding town halls in places Trump 
carried by double-digits last fall.”  

 
Senate Democrats “Crushing” GOP Fundraising  
 
Another sign of Democrats’ momentum and strong grassroots support is fundraising: Democrats in 
key Senate races are “crushing” Republicans in fundraising. From Talking Points Memo:  
 

“Nine of the 10 Democratic senators from states President Trump won raised more than $1 
million in the last fundraising quarter, easily outpacing most of their rivals. All 10 have at least 
$3 million stashed away, and seven of them have more than $5 million cash on hand.” 

 
The National Journal observed:  
 

“Not a single Republican challenger raised $1 million -- something of a Mendoza line for 
Senate fundraising. Heller was outraised by Democratic challenger Jacky Rosen.” 

 
And for six months in a row, the DSCC has outraised the NRSC. The National Journal:  



	

 
“At the national level, the fundraising gap is equally stark.  The Democratic Senatorial 
Campaign Committee raised $4.4 million in September, more than double the $2.1 million 
reported by the National Republican Senatorial Committee, marking the sixth month in a row 
that Democrats have held the financial advantage. The DSCC now has more cash-on-hand 
than its GOP counterpart.” 

 
Bottom Line: Democrats Head Into 2018 with Resources, Records to 
Win 
 
Senate Democrats are winning every key campaign metric – better candidates with strong 
fundraising, running on unmatched records. While Democrats face a challenging map, we are 
entering the on-year strongly positioned for victory in key races across the country.   
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